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ARKOPA PANELS
Arkopa Ahsap Panel began its production in 2002 to serve the furniture and decoration
sector. ARKOPA Ahsap Panel offers to the furniture industry, Decorative
Profiles,PVC/PET,Acrylic Laminated MDF Panels,Mouldings, Door Jamb-frames and
Skins,Wall Panels,Kitchen Cabinets and Customized Furniture Components with
technological innovations and of its knowledgeable and experienced work force.  Arkopa
Ahsap Panel proudly presents our country on the international arena. Its export initiatives
which started with a couple of countries led to an important web of international clients to
whom 55% of its production today is being exported. In addition, Arkopa Ahsap Panel,
thanks to its custom production capabilities, provides side industry services to small and
mid sized furniture producers.Arkopa Ahsap Panel’s primary policy is to reach perfection
in its production and to make its employees internalize its approach to quality and
actively participate in the integrated management system through continuous training.



Our factory, having 7000 square meters indoor space and located
on a 12500 square meters total area, has been established on an
infrastructure, which is not only sales-oriented but also prioritizing
customer satisfaction and where the aim is to be presented with its
constantly increasing high quality and economy through our expert
staff and advanced technology machinery range.Manufacturing
production activities continue in Ankara 1st Organized Industry
Region (OSB) on an area of 12,500 square meters. With the aim of
meeting customer demands that increase day by day and keeping
its technological infrastructure updated for the next 2 years of
development plan, 18.800 square meters factory construction,
which is the first stage of the investment project, began at ASO
2nd Organized Industry Region oriented to increase Atagür's total
factory area to 42,500 square meters area together with its existing
manufacturing plant started operation in 2015.Although our main
area of activity is the furniture industry; we also aim to give
opportunity to our customers for special designs and flexible
manufacturing capabilities with our CNC machines used by our
educated staffs, quality and zero defects principle at METAL and
WOOD MANUFACTURING lines, where our products can be seen
in detail from product categories take place.

ATAGUR
FURNITURE



BINDEBIR
FURNITURE
We place style to the heart of our furniture designs. Design department is
the creative support of the company: this unit focuses completely on
innovations and design quality. In this unit, we analyze the trends of
market and choose new materials. This creates a factory of ideas and 100
new suggestions for designs come up every year. Also, new strategies
come up as well as ideas. Design department has divided 01 Salotti style
into three different ways for marketing the products that are inspired from
three different life sytles and include all 01 Salotti products: Traditional,
Modern, Avant-garde.
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BTO FURNITURE
As Burocenter we are one of the biggest furniture manufacturer in Turkey. We are
producing wooden, metal and textile furnishing items for Hotels, Offices, Schools,
Military Camps, Dining Halls, Worksite Camps etc. We have finished more than 500
projects worldwide and have exportation to more than 30 countries. We have project
planning department with 2 interior designer that are working on turnkey projects.



COSANLAR
FURNITURE
With our long-term experience and potential gained from this experience, we produce a wide
range of products in an area of 10,000 square meters. Sarus has a state-of-the-art production
line and offers designs to suit your lifestyle.



DEKORISTER
DEKORISTER Furniture Company aims to be the leading provider of modular furniture industry
by taking place among reputable brands in Turkey to prove added value to the industry and
create new initiatives with a years of experince in product diversity, design differences, sense of
quality and after sales services. DEKORISTER Furniture, reflecting the needs and expectations
of the industry to its products and services in the best way with its consumer – oriented
approach, continuously improves all production and service processes by anticapating new
trends and tendencies in home decoration. Dekorister aims to continuously raise the standards
in the modular furniture industry by combining its innovative line with its experience in its modern
production and marketing approach in the undustry. While becoming one of the biggest furniture
company in Turkey, DEKORISTER Furniture proceeds rapidly for being a world brand and
carries Turkish quality abroad. DEKORISTER Furniture, producing world quailty standards and
giving particular importance to customer needs and happines with product quality, sales and
after sales service approach, continues to deliver its products to customers in Turkey and
abroad.
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Founded in Biga, Canakkale, in 1972, Dogtas continues to stand out in the furniture industry with a wide range of products from seating groups to dining room
furniture, child and teenager room furniture, bedroom furniture, the first Medical Grade CE-certified mattresses in Turkey, and unique designs developed at
international quality standards. One of the most well-established industrial organizations in the history of the Republic, Kelebek Mobilya was founded to manufacture
plywood for aircraft wings in 1935. It manufactured plywood with Kelebek brand in Halic, Istanbul, until 1986. It opened the modular furniture factory built in Duzce in
technical cooperation with the world's best project groups in 1978 as one of Europe's most modern and largest manufacturing plants. Kelebek Mobilya continues to
manufacture special wooden components for furniture, kitchen, bathroom, and living room sets using advanced technology in 40,000 square meters of indoor area
on a 186,000-square meter plot in Duzce. Dogtas bolstered its already strong position in the furniture industry by acquiring Kelebek Mobilya in 2012. Following the
merger, Dogtas operated as Kelebek Furniture, Kelebek Kitchen & Bathroom, and Lova brands, and with the department of project works under the name Dogtas
Kelebek Mobilya San. ve Tic. A.S.

DOGTAS FURNITURE



ERSA FURNITURE
Ersa, collaborating with important designers from Turkey and all around the world; has over 50 prestigious
awards both nationally and internationally, including Red Dot, Good Design and Design Turkey, also Ersa
is represantative in Turkey the world-famous furniture brands like Haworth, Cappelini and Quadrifoglio. In
March, Ersa launched its first R & D center in the office furniture category with an investment of
approximately 3 million TL also has signed a first by registering the Design Center that it has established in
the Altunizade building in Istanbul by the Ministry of Science, Industry and Technology.Ersa, collaborating
with important designers from Turkey and all around the world; has over 50 prestigious awards both
nationally and internationally, including Red Dot, Good Design and Design Turkey, also Ersa is
represantative in Turkey the world-famous furniture brands like Haworth, Cappelini and Quadrifoglio. In
March, Ersa launched its first R & D center in the office furniture category with an investment of
approximately 3 million TL also has signed a first by registering the Design Center that it has established in
the Altunizade building in Istanbul by the Ministry of Science, Industry and Technology.



GENTAS
LAMINATE

GENTAS LAMINATE, constantly invests in
technology, quality, people and environment as
part of its strategic policy. GENTAS, recently
becoming a worldwide well-known HPL
manufacturer through its innovations, capacity
and quality. Thanks to its strong brand,
professional distribution and sales network,
experienced team, GENTAŞ Laminates
achieved the success of being widely preferred
in 6 continents and export over 45 countries. 
Gentas Group, which has proven its conviction
in continuous improvement and creativity,
designs its products beneficial to the
environment and human health. As a result of
this synergy, the company has become a
company that sets trends in the sector.



IMAJ OFFICE FURNITURE
Imaj Furniture ( L.L.C) is a company that designs and produces furniture for places imagined by our customers. Our factory is
located inIstanbul, Turkey. We were established in 2005 with the aim of moving away from the cliches and opening up new
horizons in the fieldof concept project, commitment, production of wooden furniture and seating groups and to collect the
‘bests’ and ‘firsts’ in our world. Imaj stands for innovative concepts, inspiring places and high quality designs. We develop
designs that prepared by using the needs and habitats of our customers. For these reasons our project team create 3D
drawings and design best solutions for offices, hotels, resorts, hospitals, educational institutions and rezidences. We actively
design, produce and assamble all these projects. In this direction, Imaj Furniture was founded with the vision of
manufacturing well-designed furnitures for places spreading the world with confidence.
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Flekssit Group since 1980 serving in the field of modular office furniture and office systems. Since its inception, stable performance, an integrated approach to
production and investment has become a leading provider of industry-oriented approaches. The world market, Flekssit activities are progressing in the group,
depending on the country's economy with companies engaged in the production of different fields of activity continues to accelerate. Area of   98,000 m²  with about
500 experienced staff, sofa, furniture, and has a production capacity of 1700 units per day for a metal band. Flekssit of the Group's eco-friendly, high-quality standard
products through a network of dealers in the five continents, and international adoption in many sectors locally and internationally as a brand name used safely.

FLEKSSIT FURNITURE



Our company was established in 2012 as an unlimited company (general partnership). It was converted to a joint stock company in 2014. We first started
manufacturing cardboard edge protectors, then successfully added lamination cardboards, chromo, gold metallized boards to our product range in order to
increase our export shares in the paper board sector. We conduct market researched, take part in major exhibitions as well as visit existing and prospective export
partners on a regular basis to further enhance our foreign trade operation.Our Vision: Is to be one the important and preferred player in the domestic and abroad
cardboard edge protector and laminated sheet cardboard market, through our quality and product range.Our Mission: Is to provide customer and employee
satisfaction through the production of edge protectors and laminated sheet cardboard from eco-friendly grey cardboard produced from recycled paper.

LARTON CARDBOARDS

ENVIRONMENTALLY FRIENDLY & RECYCLED MATERIALS



MADES OFFICE
FURNITURE
MADES was founded in 1972. Customer-oriented thinking, unconditional customer satisfaction,
quality and innovation are our high priority.The modern office facilities of Mades conform to the
aesthetic, innovative, functional and decorative needs of the customers that are using the latest
colors and fashionable designs, available on favorable terms. Through the masterful
woodworking and metal processing, including materials and colors, is the transfer of your
corporate identity in any areas of work possible.In addition to the furniture we offer also flexible
solutions in the decoration sector for organizations and institutions using our experience and
knowledge. MADES manufactures  a wide range of  furnitures on project basis especially
hospital,hotel & office with an experience of more than 45 years. As one of the leading Turkish
producer , we currently export to more than 30 countries , mainly European countries such as
Germany , the Netherlands, Belgium, France, Italy, Switzerland, Croatia etc… We have our
own branch in Germany and10.000 m2 warehouse in Emmerich for the distribution of our
products in Germany, Belgium and The Netherlands. Besides , we have experience in Gulf
Region, we are in contact with many companies in Saaudi Arabia, UAE,  Oman and Qatar.
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MARWOOD 
OFFICE FURNITURE
“ÖZGÜRÇELİK” started productıon steel desk and table products in 1982 which has made new investment
and Project, since1995, it has been produced wooden office Furniture and items in this sector. Our
Company  Vision that creating modern, esthetic, functional and economic products in a short time. For
these aims, we established distribution wide network with Our Clients under Our brand is “MARWOOD”.
We made  production 20.000 m² indoor and 50.000 m² outdoor area with Our Professional Staff at our
Factory which created “ UNIQUE DESIGN FOR YOUR OFFICE ”.



NURUS
Nurus redefines workspaces and living places for unique needs
through innovative and award-winning solutions such as executive
and operational systems, performance task chairs, seating and
storage units. Celebrating the 93rd year in the market, Nurus
exports and serves customers in more than 50 locations worldwide
with all the knowledge, experience and high passion. To follow
economical, cultural and social changes closely; to listen to the
users and understand their needs; to provide people-oriented
solutions that satisfy ever-changing emotions and habits are the
elements, which build up the starting point of Nurus’ design
approach. In today’s world where space plays an important role,
Nurus is answering this need through agile and flexible solutions. In
this sense the aim is to support creativity, improve motivation,
enable socialization and reduce hierarchy, as well as bringing
together different generations. Owning a certified R&D center and
being a member of Fraunhofer IAO Research Network Office 21®,
Nurus constantly improves itself and incorporates research and
development activities into the product development process. Office
21® research group which is led by Fraunhofer IAO, investigates
future working methods and determines critical success factors.
Being invited to the German Design Council as a jury member,
Nurus becomes a brand that not only receives an award, but
evaluates candidates.
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Suntas A.S., the basis of Yatas, was founded in 1976 and it is the first foam factory in Anatolia. In 1979, our company started to produce foam mattresses as well as
foam by increasing facility investments; Started production of spring mattresses in 1981, home textile products in 1987, sofabed and Living rooms in 1993, and
improved its product range and strengthened the brand reliability with rich service approach and quality. Selected by Superbrands, an independent brand evaluation
company operating in 48 countries around the world, Turkey’s “superbrand” 2010, Yatas continue to increase its reach around the world with each passing year.
Exporting to different countries around the world, Yatas is changing and evolving with its innovative and functional design approach. Yatas Group has been taking
firm steps towards becoming a world company with its developing technology and increasing quality since the day it was founded; and is moving forward in its
adventure to open up to foreign markets and established a position to export over 45 countries with its brands ENZA HOME, YATAS BEDDING, DIVANEV, YATAS
PROJECTS.

YATAS GROUP
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